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Abstract: According to Newmark's text type translation theory, Obama's presidential election victory speech is a text with expressive function and vocative function, so it should be translated under the guidance of communicative translation strategy. The author believes that when translating political speeches from Chinese into Chinese, translators should be well-versed in the linguistic features and functions of the text, and understand the differences between the cultural backgrounds of Chinese and Western recipients, in order to produce fluent and acceptable translated texts for Chinese readers. By analyzing two translated versions of Obama's inaugural speech, the article elucidates the instructive role of the theory of communicative translation theory in translating Western political speeches into Chinese.
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1. Analysis of Public Speech

1.1. Features of Public Speech

Political speeches differ from literature, political texts or law texts. Speeches are characterized with the common and easy language, catchy; clear and lucid structure, compact and well-structured arrangement [1]. They are more formal than daily conversations and spontaneous remarks, conveying a sense of solemnity and reliability. Impressive words, phrases, and sentences are often used to ensure that the audience quickly grasps the speaker's message [2]. In his speeches, Obama did not use elaborate language; instead, he employed simple vocabulary that is easily understood and emotionally engaging.

1.2. Functions of Public Speech

Based on Buhler's three major functions of language, Newmark divides discourse into texts with expressive functions, informative functions, and vocative functions. He points out that expressive texts include imaginative literary works such as poems, novels, dramas and authoritative statements, speeches, declarations, autobiographies, essays and private correspondence. These texts tend to focus on the original author, source language, and source culture, emphasizing semantic translation. Informative texts, on the other hand, include journalism, scientific papers, general textbooks, etc., which emphasize the role of information dissemination. Vocative texts include advertisements, political pamphlets, popular literature, announcements, and manuals, emphasizing the effects on the readers, thus these two types of texts should focus on communicative translation. Public speech has expressive and vocative functions in the source text [3]. In this speech, Obama aims to announce his policy agenda, express his political views and positions, arouse enthusiasm among the audience, persuade them to accept his political propositions, and attempt to awaken a sense of responsibility in everyone while building confidence in the new president. The original text places more emphasis on the communicative effect, so the translator needs to take this into account.

2. Overview of Newmark's Communicative Translation Theory

The introduction of semantic translation and communicative translation stands as a significant theoretical contribution by the distinguished renowned British translation theorist Peter Newmark in his book *Approaches to Translation*. Semantic translation places considerable emphasis on the author's thinking process. Therefore, during the translation process, it focuses on the source language bias and endeavors to convey the contextual meaning of the original text within the semantic and syntactic structures permissible in the target language. Semantic translation typically operates at a finer unit level, allowing the translated text to better keep the original language characteristics and expression style, restoring the original text's rhetorical and other forms. On the other hand, communicative translation stresses that the effect of the translation on the target language readers should mirror the effect of the original text on the source language readers. This approach places more emphasis on the target language biased and the transmission of information, prioritizing meaning over form [4]. Upon analysis, the authors believe that semantic translation is ideal for translating informative texts and other relatively objective texts, while communicative translation is more suitable for translating vocative texts, facilitating a more effective conveyance of meaning and evoking public sentiment.
3. Criticism and Appreciation of Two Translations from the Perspective of Communicative Translation Theory

From the perspective of Newmark's Communicative Translation Theory, the author will criticize and analyze two authoritative translations of Obama's Victory Speech on November 4, 2008 (A is translated by New Oriental and B is translated by Reference News).

Example 1:

ST: It's the answer spoken by young and old, rich and poor, Democrat and Republican, black, white, Latino, Asian, Native American, gay, straight, disabled and not disabled - Americans who sent a message to the world that we have never been a collection of individualism or a collection of Red States and Blue States.

A: This is the answer spoken by young and old, rich and poor, Democrat and Republican, black, white, Latino, Asian, Native American, gay, straight, disabled and not disabled - Americans who sent a message to the world that we have never been a collection of individualism or a collection of Red States and Blue States.

B: This is the answer spoken by young and old, rich and poor, Democrat and Republican, black, white, Latino, Asian, Native American, gay, straight, disabled and not disabled - Americans who sent a message to the world that we have never been a collection of individualism or a collection of Red States and Blue States.

Analysis:

In the original text, red states and blue states represent corresponding political parties, but Chinese readers unfamiliar with American culture may mistake them for company names or organizational titles. In terms of discourse information, information can be categorized into explicit information and implicit information. Explicit information refers to the literal meaning, while implicit information denotes deeper meanings or extra-linguistic meaning, which is part of the meaning that the original author intended to convey and thought could be comprehended. Implicit information is also what the original author believes the target language readers have already known or should understand [5]. Therefore, the translator supplements relevant background information. Given the differences in political systems between China and the United States, a literal translation will lead to reading barriers for the target readers. To ensure that the target readers and the original readers share the identical comprehension and sentiments, the translator should supplement relevant cultural context, minimizing the foreignness of translated texts. The author believes that the translators should adopt the translation strategy of amplification by adding "Republican" before "Red State" and "Democrat" before "Lanzhou", as neither of the two texts mentioned above adds relevant information and adopts a semantic translation.

Example 2:

She was there for the buses in Montgomery, the hoses in Birmingham, a bridge in Selma, and a preacher from Atlanta who told a people that "We Shall Overcome." Yes we can.

A: She was there for the buses in Montgomery, the hoses in Birmingham, a bridge in Selma, and a preacher from Atlanta who told a people that "We Shall Overcome." Yes we can.

B: She was there for the buses in Montgomery, the hoses in Birmingham, a bridge in Selma, and a preacher from Atlanta who told a people that "We Shall Overcome." Yes we can.

Analysis:

Under the auspices of Newmark's theory of communicative translation, translators are mandated to actualize the informative, emotional and vocative functions of the original text, taking into account the anticipated communicative effects of the translated text, the cultural disparities between eastern and western readers, and integrating text types and stylistic attributes.
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